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An invitation to make a photographic record of a landmark time in the life of the Red Arrows is an
opportunity that falls to few photographers. Award-winning reportage photographer Richard Baker is one of
the few. In 2004, Britain's official aerobatic team flew its 40th display season, in 2005 it celebrated its 40th
birthday and in 2006 the team will fly its 4000th display. Through this period of the Red Arrows' long and
distinguished history, Richard has flown with them, photographed them and talked to them. This book is his
account in words and pictures of that time, a lateral look at the team and how it works, from briefing and take
off through aerobatic display to post-flight analysis; and from arduous winter training through the summer
air show calendar. In a succession of visually revealing photo-essays he takes us behind the scenes to see the
pilots during their arduous training schedules and to meet the 'Blues' - the RAF's crack maintenance and
technical team who keep the Arrows' BAE Hawk trainers in peak flying fitness; In more than 150 stunning
photographs, Richard Baker documents an emotional year for the team. He sheds new light on the Red
Arrows, revealing, on the one hand, the extraordinary learning curve each member of the team must go
through in order to achieve the unique standards required by this legendary group, and on the other hand, the
team's ambassadorial role, meeting and greeting everyone from royalty and politicians to their adoring
public. No book on the Reds would be complete without the 'pilot's-eye' view and this book brings us a
spectacular array of air-to-air images. To complement his exceptional photography, Richard recounts with
insight, wit and humour his months of adventure with the Red Arrows, including gripping inside accounts of
display flying complete with unnerving experiences of the effects of g-forces during aerobatic manoeuvres.
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From reader reviews:

Shannon Batiste:

What do you regarding book? It is not important to you? Or just adding material when you need something
to explain what you problem? How about your extra time? Or are you busy man or woman? If you don't have
spare time to try and do others business, it is give you a sense of feeling bored faster. And you have extra
time? What did you do? Every person has many questions above. They must answer that question mainly
because just their can do this. It said that about guide. Book is familiar on every person. Yes, it is
appropriate. Because start from on jardín de infancia until university need that Red Arrows to read.

Lou Bryant:

Reading a e-book can be one of a lot of task that everyone in the world adores. Do you like reading book
thus. There are a lot of reasons why people enjoy it. First reading a reserve will give you a lot of new details.
When you read a publication you will get new information simply because book is one of many ways to
share the information or even their idea. Second, studying a book will make you actually more imaginative.
When you reading a book especially fiction book the author will bring someone to imagine the story how the
character types do it anything. Third, you are able to share your knowledge to other people. When you read
this Red Arrows, you can tells your family, friends as well as soon about yours publication. Your knowledge
can inspire others, make them reading a reserve.

Robert Bowser:

This Red Arrows is great book for you because the content that is certainly full of information for you who
also always deal with world and also have to make decision every minute. This kind of book reveal it facts
accurately using great plan word or we can say no rambling sentences inside. So if you are read this
hurriedly you can have whole facts in it. Doesn't mean it only gives you straight forward sentences but
challenging core information with lovely delivering sentences. Having Red Arrows in your hand like getting
the world in your arm, facts in it is not ridiculous just one. We can say that no reserve that offer you world
within ten or fifteen tiny right but this e-book already do that. So , this is certainly good reading book. Hi Mr.
and Mrs. hectic do you still doubt that?

Edward Franco:

The book untitled Red Arrows contain a lot of information on it. The writer explains your ex idea with easy
method. The language is very clear and understandable all the people, so do not worry, you can easy to read
the item. The book was authored by famous author. The author will take you in the new age of literary
works. It is easy to read this book because you can keep reading your smart phone, or program, so you can
read the book within anywhere and anytime. If you want to buy the e-book, you can wide open their official
web-site along with order it. Have a nice study.
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